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ENTERPRISE

Upscale Your Business Today

www.techosmart.com

WHO WE ARE
Techosmart, a certified Microsoft Gold Partner offers organizations
the full power of Microsoft products. Providing cloud solutions and
services to allow productivity, mobility and business automation.
With our team of consultants and technical architects equipped
to empower you organization, leverage the true potential of our
solutions that will empower your business.
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Power BI makes sense of data and allows you to make data driven decision.
It aims to provide interactive visualizations and business intelligence capabilities with an interface
simple enough for end users to create their own reports and dashboards.
Data is everywhere. You might’ve migrated from an old system, or you could’ve lost 10 -year- old
data previously. To make informed decisions that are Data-Driven, Techosmart is now oﬀering BI
based on Microsoft Technologies.
Make sense of all the data in your organization and never worry about losing anything. Stay
informed. Always.

DATA
MANAGEMENT

REPORTING

VISUALIZATION

DATA INGESTION AND
CLEANSING

MOBILE REPORTING

INTERACTIVE
DASHBOARD

INTEGRATION WITH
MORE THAN 120 +
SERVICES

PAGINATED REPORTING

DRILL-DOWN
FUNCTIONALITIES

SCHEDULED REPORTING

PRE-BUILT VISUALS

POWER BI DATAFLOWS

EMBEDDED REPORTING

NATURAL LANGUAGE
USER INTERFACE
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We implement Artiﬁcial Intelligence techniques to aid enterprises to derive relevant insights from the
information collected and processed from Big Data.

WE SPECIALIZE IN
Clustering

Recommender Systems

Anomaly Detection

Digital Signal Processing

Time Series Forecasting

Artiﬁcial Neural Networks

FEATURES

We deploy AI and algorithms that sync in with Azure or Dynamics to process your data and
operations.

MACHINE LEARNING
Observe and analyze
Predict and act

Find patterns and inconsistencies

DEEPLEARNING

PREDICTIVEANALYSIS

Deep Learning enables organizations to tap
into the potential of unstructured data
including images, text, and audio to come up
with innovative use cases that deploy AI,
automatic translation, image interpretation,
natural language processing among others.

Predictive analytics collates advanced analytics
capabilities covering ad-hoc statistical analysis,
data mining, predictive modeling, optimization,
text analytics, real-time scoring, and machine
learning. Identifying patterns in data and
forecasting what will happen next becomes
smooth for organizations who use these tools.�
Prediction of business-related trends and
actions
Identiﬁcation of business-critical risk
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FEATURES

Whether it is sales force automation, marketing, business intelligence, account management, order
management, service improvements, or smooth information ﬂow, Microsoft Dynamics 365 / CRM
forms a great part to the overall business strategy of a growing company.

BENEFITS
INCREASE FINANCIAL VISIBILITY
Accelerate ﬁnancial close, chart ﬁnancial performance in real
time, and improve forecast accuracy while maintaining
compliance and security.

Data Migration

Full history

(CRM – Business Structure)

OPTIMIZE YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN
Maximize proﬁtability with an end-to-end view across
operations, purchasing, manufacturing, inventory, and
warehouse management.
BOOST SALES AND IMPROVE SERVICE
Manage the sales process from start to ﬁnish within Outlook
and deliver exceptional service with a connected view of
customers and service operations.
DELIVER PROJECTS ON TIME AND UNDER BUDGET
Plan and monitor your projects with real-time metrics on
resources, proﬁtability, tasks, and progress.

Customization

Implementation

Integration

Workﬂow Setup
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FEATURES
Custom business app development
Canvas Apps Development

No-Code Custom Business Apps that connect to your needs

Model-Driven Apps
Portals
Build Azure Functions
Embedded Apps

BENEFITS
BUILD APPS WITHOUT
COMPROMISES
Give everyone the power to
build the apps they need with
advanced functionality
previously only available to
professional developers including pre-built AI
components.

Modern UI and UX

GET STARTED QUICKLY
Empower your team to start
building and launching apps
right away using prebuilt
templates, drag-and-drop
simplicity, and quick
deployment - then roll out
continuous improvements as
needed.

ENABLE YOUR
BUSINESS TO INNOVATE
Power Apps enables a broad
range of app scenarios to be
created that infuse digital
transformation into manual and
outdated processes.
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Telephone: +973 17717200
Email: customer@techosmart.com
Techosmartme

